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	body text 1: We are interested in enzyme catalysis, phase segregation, molecular recognition, and membrane transport. Understanding these processes—and how they can be inhibited or enhanced—is at the core of many pressing issues in physiology, cell biology, and pharmacology. Our research covers three areas: (1) catalysis in metalloenzymes, (2) gas transport across membrane proteins, and (3) the effects of complex solvents on biological molecules. We tackle these questions with computer simulations based on the principles of quantum chemistry and molecular mechanics. Our long-term goal is to develop computational methods to decode the function of proteins from their three-dimensional structures: to find which motions of an enzyme are important for its catalytic activity, to design new enzyme inhibitors or reduce the side effects of existing ones, to understand how proteins carry small molecules across lipid 
	body text 2: lipid membranes, and to predict how solvent affects the conformation of proteins and drug molecules.


